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Transliteration 
 
bilig nigen dalai buyu 
göγar tendeče qariyu 
bilgün yosuni 
biligtü kümün medeyü 
 
Line 1: [bilig nigen dalai buyu] 
Note here, the use of ‘nigen’ (the numeral ‘one’) as an indefinite article. Thus ‘nigen dalai’ is 
‘an ocean’ not ‘one ocean’. 
 
Line 2: [göghar tendeče qariyu] 
‘göghar’ is a Persian loan word, thus explaining the flagrant disregard for the rules of vowel 
harmony. 
 
Line 3: [bilgün yosuni] 
Note here that the case suffixes are joined to the words that they modify. This practice seems 
to have been common in Mongolian inscriptions/writings from the Ilkhan. Numerous 
contemporary coins from this region frequently have the accusative, genitive and dative-
locative cases joined to the words they modify, whereas closer to home, this practice usually 
extended only as far as the dative-locative case with other cases still written separately. What 
this line represents then, is ‘bilig-ün yosun-i’ i.e. the ‘law of knowledge’ + the accusative 
case marker in ‘i’. 
 
Line 4: [biligtü kümün medeyü] 
‘biligtü’ is ‘bilig’ (‘intellect/knowledge’) + the possessive suffix in ‘tu/-tü’, therefore ‘having 
knowldege’ therefore ‘wise’. The complete sentence here is ‘bilig-ün yosun-i biligtü kümün 
medeyü’. Therefore ‘bilig-ün yosun-i is the object of the verb ‘medeyü’ and ‘biligtü kümün’ 
is the subject.. 
 
Translation: 
Knowledge is an ocean, the jewel retreats before it, 
the law of knowledge, the wise man knows



Muhammad al-Samarqandi – Vocabulary 
 
bilig   - n. wisdom, intelligence, intellect, understanding, talent, ability 
dalai   - n. ocean, sea 
göγar   - n. precious stone, gem, jewel, essence, matter 
medekü  - v. to know, to perceive, to understand 
tendeče  - thence, from that place, from that time, thenceforth 
nigen   - n. one, also used as the indefinite article 'a' 
qari-   - v. to subside, to return, go back 
josun   - n. rule, doctrine, principle, manner 
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